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ABSTRACT

$HYPE is a cutting-edge P2P exchange that empowers users

to seamlessly transact digital entities and fiat in exchange

for cryptocurrencies, all while maintaining complete

anonymity. Unlike traditional platforms, $HYPE prioritizes

user privacy, allowing crypto enthusiasts to experience the

true essence of decentralized finance without compro-

mising on security.

$HYPE represents the natural evolution of a comprehensive

ecosystem, designed to cater to the diverse needs of traders

and crypto enthusiasts alike. It builds upon the groundbreaking

foundation laid by Telebridge, which marked our successful

entry into the market. Now, with $HYPE, we are poised to take

this revolution to greater heights, empowering users with an

array of enhanced features and significantly lower taxes.

But that's not all; $HYPE goes beyond being a mere upgrade. It

boasts an expanded array of features that provide unparalleled

value to its community. As we pave the way for a more

decentralized and privacy-centric future.

$HYPE stands at the forefront, empowering users with the

freedom to transact and exchange cryptocurrencies with-

out compromising on security or privacy.

In this whitepaper, we present an in-depth exploration of

$HYPE's vision, features, and the transformative potential it

brings to the crypto market.



REQUIREMENTS
Amid the challenges posed by KYC requirements, an opportune

niche emerges for a privacy-focused P2P exchange like $HYPE.

By eliminating the need for cumbersome identity verification,

$HYPE empowers users to engage in crypto-to-fiat and crypto-

to-digital asset exchanges while preserving their privacy.

EXPLORING THE 
GROWTH OF P2P

MARKET ANALYSIS

The P2P crypto exchange market has witnessed remarkable

growth over the past few years, becoming a crucial com-

ponent of the broader crypto-currency ecosystem. As of

2023, the market has reached a total trading volume of

$1.19 trillion, with an average daily trading volume of $10

billion. This surge in popularity can be attributed to the

advantages offered by P2P platforms, including enhanced

user control, direct asset ownership, and reduced reliance

on intermediaries.

$1.19
TRILLION
2023

AVERAGE DAILY
TRADING VOLUME



COMBINATION OF TELEBRIDGE
Furthermore, with growing concerns about online privacy and

data security, privacy focused platforms are anticipated to

attract a substantial user base seeking a secure and

confidential trading experience. The combination of TeleBridge,

offering anonymous crypto bridging between multiple

currencies and blockchains, and TeleMixer, ensuring maximum

on-chain privacy for Ethereum users, gives $HYPE a compelling

advantage over its competitors

P2P CRYPTO ON 
THE HORIZON

MARKET ANALYSIS

As the global cryptocurrency market continues its upward

trajectory, predictions indicate that P2P exchanges will play

an increasingly vital role. By 2030, experts project that the

P2P crypto exchange market will reach a

$13.7
TRILLION
2023

staggering $13.7 trillion in

trading volume. Within this

rapidly expanding landscape,

$HYPE stands poised to

capture a significant market

share due to its innovative

approach.



TRADITIONAL 
P2P EXCHANGE

PROBLEM

Traditional P2P crypto exchanges have undeniably played a

pivotal role in fostering the adoption of cryptocurrencies.

However, they come with a set of challenges that hinder

users from fully embracing the potential of decentralized

finance.

One of the most pressing issues is the burden of KYC

procedures, which often require users to disclose sensitive

personal information.

These KYC requirements not only undermine the very essence

of privacy and decentralization that cryptocurrencies promise

but also introduce potential risks associated with data breaches

and identity theft. The onboarding process becomes time-

consuming, causing delays in accessing the platform and

inhibiting the swift and frictionless nature of crypto

transactions.

REQUIREMENTS

Traditional P2P exchanges might not flexibly accommodate

various digital assets, often limited to specific cryptos or fiat.

This constraint curbs trading choices and disrupts the fluidity of

the crypto market, where investors aim for diverse portfolios to

maximize gains.

TRADITIONAL EXCHANGES

Central to the crypto revolution is anonymity, granting un-

matched financial control. $HYPE embraces this, valuing user

privacy in a data-vulnerable world. Removing invasive KYC,

$HYPE empowers confident, identity-protected transactions.

CRYPTO REVOLUTION



$HYPE: CRYPTO 
WITH UNRIVALED
PRIVACY & SECURE 
TRANSACTIONS

EMPOWERING 
PRIVATE CRYPTO
TRADING

ABOUT $HYPE

$HYPE stands as a trailblazing project, reshaping the

landscape of cryptocurrency trading and empowering users

with a privacy-focused, decentralized, and feature-rich

ecosystem. At its core, $HYPE represents the next evolution

in creating a complete and comprehensive platform,

building upon the success of its predecessor, Telebridge,

and further expanding its capabilities.



The staking contract and revenue-sharing

mechanism further solidify $HYPE's dedication

to community engagement and growth. By

staking $HYPE tokens, users actively contribute

to the platform's security while earning rewards

in return. The revenue-sharing model ensures

that loyal token holders participate in the

platform's success, creating a symbiotic

relationship between $HYPE and its community.

STAKING

As $HYPE takes the mantle from Telebridge, it

ensures the seamless integration of $TB utilities

and other pioneering features into its expanded

ecosystem. The integration ofthe TeleBridge bot

and TeleMixer bot not only augments $HYPE's

functionalities but also enhances user

convenience and privacy.

INTEGRATION

FULL CONTROL
ECOSYSTEM

ABOUT $HYPE

One of the hallmark features of $HYPE is its commitment to

preserving user privacy and decentralization. Unlike

traditional P2P exchanges burdened by KYC requirements,

$HYPE empowers users to trade crypto for fiat without

compromising their anonymity. This emphasis on privacy

aligns with the fundamental principles of cryptocurrencies,

fostering an ecosystem where users have full control over

their digital assets.



By assimilating these utilities, $HYPE reaffirms

its commitment to offering a holistic and

enriched trading experience. The seamless

transition from Telebridge to $HYPE guarantees

that users will continue to benefit from these

pioneering tools while enjoying the added

advantages of lower taxes and a more powerful

platform.

UTILITIES

$HYPE emerges as a powerful disruptor in the

crypto space. It presents a dynamic and versatile

ecosystem that caters to the diverse needs of

crypto traders and enthusiasts. By eliminating

barriers to privacy and enabling seamless crypto

exchanges, $HYPE redefines the future of

decentralized finance, embodying the true

essence of financial liberation and em-

powerment.

INNOVATIONS

TELEGRAM
BASED BOT

ABOUT $HYPE

TeleBridge bot, the first Telegram-based bot for anonymous

crypto bridging, allows users to effortlessly exchange

between ten cryptocurrencies on four different

blockchains, facilitating low-cost and near-instant

exchanges. On the other hand, the TeleMixer bot, akin to

the renowned TornadoCash solution, offers maximum on-

chain privacy for Ethereum users, ensuring complete

confidentiality during their transactions.



One of the most compelling use cases of $HYPE is its

revolutionary approach to crypto-to-fiat exchanges. Unlike

traditional platforms that demand extensive KYC procedures,

$HYPE liberates users from the burdensome verification

requirements.

EVOLVING NEEDS
$HYPE ECOSYSTEM

CRYPTO TO FIAT

As a result, crypto traders can seamlessly convert their digital assets

into fiat currency without compromising their privacy.

$HYPE extends its functionality beyond conventional crypto trading,

offering users the exciting ability to exchange their cryptocurrencies

for a diverse selection of digital assets, such as gift cards. This

innovative use case opens up new avenues for cryptocurrency

utilization, providing users with more ways to leverage their digital

wealth for real-world goods and services.

The $HYPE ecosystem encourages active participation and

engagement from its community through a staking contract that

offers users an additional stream of income. By staking $HYPE

tokens, users contribute to the security and stability of the platform

while earning rewards in return.

$HYPE offers a diverse array of products and use cases that

cater to the evolving needs of crypto traders and enthu-

siasts. By prioritizing user privacy and decentralization, the

platform presents a range of opportunities that empower

users to transact with ease, confidence, and utmost

confidentiality.

CRYPTO TO DIGITAL ASSETS

STAKING



The staking mechanism is directly linked to the platform's

revenue-sharing model, wherein a portion of the

platform's profits is distributed back to token holders. As

the usage of $HYPE utilities grows and the platform

attracts more users, the revenue generated increases,

resulting in higher staking rewards for token holders.

STAKING MECHANISM EXPLAINED
$HYPE ECOSYSTEM

The revenue-sharing mechanism emphasizes $HYPE's

commitment to rewarding its loyal community members

who actively participate in the growth and success of the

platform. This synergy between the staking contract and

revenue sharing incentivizes long-term commitment and

strengthens the bond between $HYPE and its community.

STAKING MECHANISM REVENUE-SHARING



A PIONEERING BREAKTHROUGH
TELEBRIDGE

TeleBridge Bot represents a pioneering breakthrough in

the world of cryptocurrency trading, providing users with

a revolutionary solution for seamless and anonymous

crypto bridging. Built as a Telegram-based bot,

TeleBridge introduces an intuitive and user-friendly

platform where crypto enthusiasts can effortlessly

exchange between various cryptocurrencies on different

blockchains. As of now its supports 10 cryptocurrencies

(adding more regularly) on 4 different blockchains.

In an industry where security and privacy are paramount,

TeleBridge prioritizes user confidentiality, allowing traders

to transact with complete peace of mind. By harnessing

the power of Telegram, one of the most widely used

messaging platforms, TeleBridge offers a familiar and

accessible interface to facilitate instant, secure and

privacy-enhanced crypto exchanges.

TELEBRIDGE BOT



CUTTING-EDGE BOT
TELEMIXER

TeleMixer Bot represents a cutting-edge Telegram-based

bot designed to elevate the on-chain privacy and security

of Ethereum users. This innovative platform serves two

primary functions: ETH mixing and wallet cleaning.

Through the power of Telegram, users gain access to a

seamless and user-friendly interface that enables them

to enhance the privacy of their Ethereum transactions.

ETH mixing involves obfuscating the origin of funds by

mixing them with other funds from different sources. This

process creates a layer of anonymity, making it

challenging for external observers to trace the flow of

funds and link transactions back to their original

addresses. Wallet cleaning, on the other hand, allows

users to remove any potential transactional traces within

their Ethereum wallets, further bolstering their financial

privacy.

TELEMIXER BOT



TOKEN DETAILS
TOKENOMICS

BUY 2%

SELL 2%

TAX

TOKEN SUPPLY

100 Million 50% Profit sharing

25% Marketing wallet

25% Buy back and burn

TOKEN BREAKDOWN



PHASE 1

• Launch HYPE platform

• Launch the profit-sharing system

• Update CMC / CG

• Update Etherscan socials

PHASE 2

• Start new rounds of profit-sharing 

system

• Add BSC / ARB / USDT support to 

the mixer

• Get 20 supported currencies on 

the bridge

• Get partnerships with other utility 

tokens

OUR ROAD
TO SUCCES

ROADMAP

PHASE 3

• Side-utilities

• HypeFund

• New ways of acquiring a piece of 

revenue
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